


Dear Prospective Sponsor, 

We are CU Hyperloop, a diverse team of engineering and
business students from the University of Colorado Boulder. 

For six years, we have competed on the international stage,
first at SpaceX's Hyperloop Pod Competition, more recently
at The Boring Company's Not-a-Boring Competition, where
we placed third in the world. Our mission is to push the
boundaries of high speed, cost effective tunneling while
empowering our team to tackle real world, interdisciplinary
engineering. 

As a sponsor, you'll have the opportunity to work closely
with us, contribute to our vision, and recruit directly from
the team. We are a highly qualified and committed to
achieving success both academically and in our
extracurricular activities. We invite you to join us on this
exciting journey and become a part of the CU Hyperloop
team.

Sincerely,

Ferin Von Reich
Project Manager



In 2017, we reached the semi-finals of the SpaceX
Hyperloop Pod Competition, continuing to do so for three
years in a row. After the Hyperloop Pod Competition
ended in 2021, we moved to the Not-A-Boring-
Competition and advanced to the finals in the first year of
Competition. That year, we were one of only two teams to
successfully test their full-scale tunnel support system,
and placed in the top six globally. 
For the 2022-2023 competition cycle, we become the top
team in North America, and secured third place
internationally. In that competition. We also won the
Accuracy Award for our autonomous navigation and
guidance system. We are now competing in the 2024
Not-A-Boring Competition and aim to exceed our
previous achievements while maintaining our culture of
excellence.

A RICH HISTORY
OF SUCCESS





MEET THE
TEAM

The Boring Company 
Blue Origin 
NASA JPL and Johnson 
Apple
GE Propulsion 
And more! 

Team alumni take full time positions at: 

Our team is an exceptional group of highly qualified individuals with a
passion for innovation and engineering excellence. Composed of a
multitude of majors including aerospace, mechanical, electrical,
computer science, civil, and business, our team is interdisciplinary and
committed to achieving success both academically and in our
extracurricular pursuits. Our organization structure promotes
collaboration and educational growth, and our leaders are committed
to ensuring that our team members have the resources and support
necessary to excel. 
 We take great pride in our work and approach every project with a
deep sense of professionalism and dedication. Our team is highly
respected within the engineering community, and we are confident
that our accomplishments speak for themselves. As such, we would be
honored to have your support as we continue to push the boundaries
of innovation and engineering excellence.
 

MIT
CU Boulder 
UT Austin 
And more! 

Or continue to education at: 



SUBTEAMS
Hyperloop hosts three administrative roles: the Project Manager, Chief Engineer, and
Business Development Lead. Collaboratively, they oversee financial operations,
streamline processes, and spearhead development efforts. In addition, seven
dedicated engineering teams focus on design and fabrication of various
components. These teams collaborate with the administration to facilitate testing
and deployment of our TBM.

PROPULSION

STRUCTURES

EXCAVATION

TUNNEL SUPPORT

SOIL REMOVAL

SOFTWARE

ELECTRONICS

moves the machine forwards
underground. For the 2023
competition, two sets of grippers and
a Stewart platform worked
autonomously to propel the machine.

tasked with extracting soil from the
cutter head. Our 2023 solution
involved a construction-grade
vacuum that sucked soil through the
machine.

architects and implements all code
that controls the machine. This
includes the microcontrollers, ROS
network, ground station control,
inverse kinematics, GNC, and the
operator GUI.

ensures the structural integrity of the
machine and handles part integration.
Structures is heavily involved with
manufacturing, materials and design.

designs and manufactures the
excavation system. This multilayered
systems digs and churns soil before
feeding it to the soil removal system.

designs all the printed circuit boards
(PCBS) which control sensors and
actuators in the machine. They also
design the power system for the
machine, ensuring safe operation at
high current conditions.

supports the integrity of the tunnel
as the machine digs. For the 2023
competition Tunnel Support
designed a retractable 100ft support
system that condensed to 5 feet and
travelled with the boring machine.  



SPONSORSHIP TIER LIST

BUDGET BREAKDOWN



CONTACT US!

HENRY SCOTT
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT LEAD

610-945-8180

FERIN VON REICH
PROJECT MANAGER

970-889-5437

MAX BALASUBRAMANIAM
CHIEF ENGINEER

720-440-3306

CUHYPERLOOP@COLORADO.EDU


